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Previous research into the effects of action video gaming on cognition has suggested
that long term exposure to this type of game might lead to an enhancement of cognitive
skills that transfer to non-gaming cognitive tasks. However, these results have been
controversial. The aim of the current study was to test the presence of positive cognitive
transfer from action video games to two cognitive tasks. More specifically, this study
investigated the effects that participants’ expertise and genre specialization have on
cognitive improvements in one task unrelated to video gaming (a flanker task) and
one related task (change detection task with both control and genre-specific images).
This study was unique in three ways. Firstly, it analyzed a continuum of expertise
levels, which has yet to be investigated in research into the cognitive benefits of
video gaming. Secondly, it explored genre-specific skill developments on these tasks
by comparing Action and Strategy video game players (VGPs). Thirdly, it used a very
tight experiment design, including the experimenter being blind to expertise level and
genre specialization of the participant. Ninety-two university students aged between 18
and 30 (M = 21.25) were recruited through opportunistic sampling and were grouped
by video game specialization and expertise level. While the results of the flanker task
were consistent with previous research (i.e., effect of congruence), there was no effect of
expertise, and the action gamers failed to outperform the strategy gamers. Additionally,
contrary to expectation, there was no interaction between genre specialization and image
type in the change detection task, again demonstrating no expertise effect. The lack
of effects for game specialization and expertise goes against previous research on the
positive effects of action video gaming on other cognitive tasks.
Keywords: change detection task, expertise, flanker task, transfer, video game playing

INTRODUCTION
Transfer—the extent to which skills generalize—is an important
theoretical concept that has serious practical implications. In a
classic article, Thorndike and Woodworth (1901) propounded
their theory of “identical elements,” according to which transfer
from a first domain to a second domain is possible only when
the components of the skills required in each domain overlap.
For example, a pianist can use their knowledge of music theory
to understand a violin concerto, and a mathematician will understand the differential equations of an economics paper better than
a person without background in mathematics. But even in these
cases, transfer is far from perfect; for example, the pianist will not
be able play the violin concerto itself without extensive additional
training.
FAR-TRANSFER

In line with Thorndike and Woodworth’s (1901) hypothesis, most
theories of expertise predict that transfer from one domain to
another (far-transfer) will be difficult. This is particularly the case
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for theories based on the notion that expertise in great part relies
on domain-specific perceptual knowledge [e.g., chunking theory
(Chase and Simon, 1973) and template theory (Gobet and Simon,
1996)]. While perceptual knowledge enables fluid behavior in the
original domain, it is of little use in other domains as it does
not match the new environment. Research on chess has provided
considerable support for this prediction. Chess players’ perceptual skills do not extend to visual memory for shapes (Waters
et al., 2002), nor do their planning capabilities transfer to the
Tower of London, a task measuring executive function and planning (Unterrainer et al., 2011). Moreover, contrary to widespread
belief, there is no robust empirical evidence that playing chess
improves scholastic abilities (Gobet and Campitelli, 2006).
One of the rare domains in which evidence of far transfer
has been found is playing action video games (e.g., Green et al.,
2009)1. Repeated playing of this kind of game has been reported
1 In this study, the term “video game” refers to any published computer or con-

sole video game from 1952 to the present day. The term “video game player”
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to lead to improvements in perceptual and attentional processes
and to reduce reaction time in other tasks where one must be
both fast and accurate (e.g., Green et al., 2009; Bavelier et al.,
2012).
One of the main advantages proposed to be the result of
habitual action video game playing is that of a more efficient
attentional system. For example, Chisholm et al. (2010) compared action vs. non-action video game players (VGPs) on an
attentional capture task where participants searched for a target
that could appear in isolation or with a salient task-irrelevant
distractor. Action VGPs showed faster reaction times to detect targets and a reduced effect of distractor interference, leading the
authors to conclude that the action video gamers had better topdown attentional control, with the consequence that they spend
less time processing irrelevant distractors. Consistent with this
result, Hubert-Wallander et al. (2011) found that, compared with
non-action gamers, action gamers demonstrate superior visual
selective attention as measured in a visual search task, with the
greatest benefit occurring at the highest cognitive loads (largest
search arrays). Additional evidence comes from neuroimaging
where differences in brain activation support the idea that longterm video game playing impacts on cortical functioning. For
example, using functional magnetic resonance imagery (fMRI),
Bavelier et al. (2012) compared a group of action and non-action
video gamers on a task involving locating a target stimulus under
conditions of increasing distractor load. In addition to overall
faster reaction times, compared to the non-video game playing
group, the VGPs showed little increase in the level of activation
in a network of fronto-parietal sites as distractor load increased.
This fronto-parietal network has commonly been associated with
attentional processing (Ptak, 2012). These data were taken to
suggest that the VGPs were more efficient in their allocation of
attentional resources such that the cortical sites deploying attention were able to filter out the distracting information more
easily and therefore showed less load dependent increases in
cortical activity, supporting the behavioral finding of Chisholm
et al. (2010). The proposed superior attentional resource allocation of VGPs (e.g., Hubert-Wallander et al., 2011; Bavelier et al.,
2012), that may be at the heart of the observed enhancement
of stimulus processing and reduced distractor interference, has
now been observed in a number of experiments examining video
game expertise based improvements in spatial selective attention
(Green and Bavelier, 2003; Feng et al., 2007; Spence et al., 2009),
distractor inhibition (Chisholm et al., 2010; Hubert-Wallander
et al., 2011; Mishra et al., 2011; Bavelier et al., 2012), enhanced
image search (Dye et al., 2009) and target detection (Castel et al.,
2005; Dye et al., 2009).
As detailed above, a number of reports using different attentional tasks have suggested that VGPs have an improved ability to
“filter out” unnecessary or irrelevant stimuli partly through the
enhancement of attentional functioning (Chisholm et al., 2010;
Bavelier et al., 2012). One task that has been used successfully to
test VGPs proposed advantage at distractor filtering directly is the
(shortened to VGP) refers to any individual who plays these games, and the
term “non-video game player” (shortened to nVGP) refers to any individual
who partakes in video game play for less than 1 h per week.
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Flanker Compatibility Task (Eriksen and Eriksen, 1974; Bavelier
et al., 2012). The Flanker Task requires participants to ignore
salient laterally presented distractors while making responses to a
centrally presented target stimulus. Mishra et al. (2011) employed
a flanker task to examine whether there was any neuroelectrophysiological evidence of VGP showing enhanced distractor
inhibition. The results showed that, behaviourally, VGPs were better able to ignore flanking items competing for attention with
a central stimulus than nVGPs and that this increase in behavioral performance was associated with a greater P300 component
in the ERP. The P300 electrophysiological component has been
associated with perceptual discrimination and decision-making
(Picton, 1992; Mishra et al., 2011). These data, together, were
taken to support the hypothesis that VGP were better at filtering
out the distractor stimuli leading to improved perceptual decision making. Lavie (1995) also reported that through extensive
game play VGPs gain the ability to identify task-irrelevant flankers
before further processing stimuli. This indicates that VGPs possess an enhanced capability to logically filter information for
relevance before attempting to ignore distractors, rather than
trying to process everything at once as nVGPs do.
An experimental task that is homologous to the task requirements of many action video games is the change detection task.
In the change detection task, participants are asked to monitor a visual display for a small change that they indicate finding
via a keypress response. For example, Clark et al. (2011) found
that VGPs display a superior ability to spot changes when presented with rapidly alternating sets of images. In this study, 35
participants were presented with an unedited/edited image cycle
switching at 4 Hz. The image cycle repeated until the participants
indicated via a mouse click that they had spotted the edited element by clicking the image in the position they thought believed
contained the image edit. Video game players performed better
than nVGPs, replicating previous work on attentional improvements in VGP (e.g., Green et al., 2009), and there were also
strategic changes in their search patterns. Compared with nVGP,
the VGP showed broader search strategies, further supporting the
view that VGPs develop top-down processing.
It follows from the above arguments that, if video-game expertise leads to the observed enhanced attentional and perceptual
processing, then it should be possible to train nVGP using video
games and observe an improvement in their cognitive functioning. Green and Bavelier (2003) recruited two groups of participants that had no history of video gaming; one group was then
trained on a fast-paced action game (Medal of Honor) and the
other on a slow-paced puzzle game (Tetris). After a period of 10 h
training (1 h a day over 10 days), compared with the Tetris group,
participants trained on Medal of Honor displayed better Useful
Field-of-View (Ball et al., 1988), that is they had an enhancement in their ability to search for and identify cued targets. It was
also found that the Medal of Honor trainees showed a reduced
attentional blink (Raymond et al., 1992), i.e., a reduction in the
window of attentional “blindness” that occurs after detecting or
recognizing the first of two temporally close visual stimuli (Green
and Bavelier, 2003; Feng et al., 2007; Bailey et al., 2010).
While intriguing, the research on the cognitive benefits of
video game playing has been criticized on several grounds.
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Boot et al. (2011) note that experts and novices have different
expectations about their performance, which is likely to affect
their behavior due to demand characteristics. They also observe
that playing video games might affect the kind of strategies that
are being used rather than basic perceptual or cognitive capacities.
Finally, as some studies have failed to find differences between
VGPs and nVGPs, the literature might suffer from a file-drawer
problem. Kristjánsson (2013) note that, in many training studies, the control groups do not improve their performance on the
tasks of interest, as one would expect, based on the extensive literature on learning, given the test-retest methodology used. In
addition, the results might be affected by gender differences, as it
is difficult to find expert female VGPs. Both Boot et al. (2011) and
Kristjánsson (2013) note the necessity to carry out independent
replications.
Near transfer

Research has also investigated whether transfer occurs between
sub-disciplines of the same field (near transfer). For example,
do physicians specializing in neurosurgery generalize their skills
when solving problems from pediatrics, or do chess players specializing in specific openings (i.e., the first moves of the game)
maintain their skill level when making decisions in board positions in which they are not specialized?
Several studies have addressed this issue in medicine (Rikers
et al., 2002), political science (Chiesi et al., 1979), and the design
of experiments (Schunn and Anderson, 1999). The pattern of
results suggests that experts fall back on general heuristics when
they cannot use domain-specific knowledge. Emphasizing the
role of general problem-solving methods, these studies also highlight the role of domain-specific patterns and methods, as clearly
some degree of expertise is lost when domain-specific methods
are replaced by domain-general one. While these studies compared individuals of the same level of expertise, Bilalić et al. (2009)
compared individuals of different skill levels. They took advantage
of several features of chess: chess skill is precisely and quantitatively measured by the Elo rating; chess players enjoy trying to
find the best move in a chess position; and chess players specialize
in different openings, which makes it relatively easy to find players who have the same strength (as measured by their Elo points)
but who have different specialized opening knowledge.
Bilalić et al. compared the performance, in both a memory and
problem solving task, of players who specialized in two different
chess openings. In addition to positions coming from these two
types of defense, they also used neutral positions (positions difficult to classify with respect to the opening they came from).
The players were Candidate Masters, Masters, and International
Masters/Grandmasters. The results were dramatic. With only one
exception, all players obtained the best results with the positions
taken from the openings they specialized in. When confronted
with positions outside their domain of specialization, players performed one standard deviation on average below the level shown
with positions taken from their domain of specialization.
AIMS OF THE STUDY

Many studies have investigated the differences between VGPs
and nVGPs but there is as yet, to our knowledge, no research
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establishing whether differing levels of video gaming expertise
vary with performance on cognitive tasks. Thus, the first aim of
this study was to test the hypothesis that, as the level of expertise increases, task accuracy increases, and reaction times become
faster.
In addition, a number of studies compare VGPs who identify as “Action” players to nVGPs, but as yet there has been no
research into whether the skills demonstrated by action players
cross over into other genres, such as strategy games, or indeed
if each genre improves different skills. Data from a consumer
survey by the Entertainment Software Association found that
action and strategy games proved popular with both console and
computer VGPs, and so these two genres were chosen as a variable to test the hypothesis (Entertainment Software Association,
2012).
The second aim of the study was thus to test to what extent
different video-game genre specialization tap into different cognitive abilities. Action games typically involve fast-paced gameplay, such as “Call of Duty: Modern Warfare 3” (Infinity Ward,
2011), which was the best selling action console video game in
2011 (Entertainment Software Association, 2012). It was predicted that the speed of gameplay will heighten action VGPs
speeded response times to stimuli other than those normally
responded to in a VG, as shown by Green and Bavelier (2003).
Strategy players, however, are predicted to possess a stronger
reliance on maintaining accuracy as a gained trait from longterm play where accuracy over response time is key to success.
This is because, typically, strategy games require the ability to
move and place items in carefully decided places and formations. While often these changes are in response to an in-game
target event and can result in swift determination and sequencing of new actions to fulfill a shifting long-term goal, there is
less emphasis on rapid direct responding to an appearing target. Games such as “StarCraft 2: Wings of Liberty” (Blizzard
Entertainment, 2010), the best-selling PC strategy game of 2011
(Entertainment Software Association, 2012), demonstrate the
need for this ability, particularly in games with a military basis.
As a consequence, it was predicted that strategy players would
perform with significantly higher mean accuracy and action
players would perform with a significantly faster mean reaction
time.
The final aim was to replicate the effect of action video-playing
on two tasks: a flanker task (Eriksen and Eriksen, 1974) and
change detection task (Clark et al., 2011). In particular the flanker
task has shown a mixed pattern of results; a basic flanker task has
shown both no effect of expertise (Cain et al., 2012), and effects of
expertise only once an additional perceptual load has been added
(Green and Bavelier, 2003). In the case of Green and Bavelier
(2003) it was argued that the addition of a perceptual load prevented flanker interference in the case of nVGP because, unlike
the VGP, there were fewer spare resources to process the distracting flankers. However, it did appear in the original Green and
Bavelier (2003) that there was a small advantage for VGP compared to nVGP at low loads. We therefore predict that, using a
basic “low-load” flanker task, there should be a smaller flanker
effect for VGP compared to nVGP and that this will increase as
VG expertise decreases.
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OVERALL METHOD
ETHICAL APPROVAL

This study was granted ethical approval from the Brunel
University School of Social Sciences ethics board in accordance
with the British Psychological Society (BPS) guidelines. All participants gave informed consent and were fully debriefed after the
study.
PILOT STUDY

An online pilot, carried out several months before the main study,
asked participants (N = 115) to identify the last three action
and strategy video games they had played. The Call of Duty and
Assassin’s Creed video game series were identified as the most popular action video games, and the Starcraft and FIFA series were
found to be the most popular strategy video games.
PARTICIPANTS

Ninety-two participants (56 male) aged between 18 and 30
(M = 21.25, SD = 2.07) were recruited by opportunistic sampling through social networking sites and word of mouth. Most
of the participants had filled out the online questionnaire (Pilot
study). Each participant was offered a food reward for participating in the study, with a further cash reward incentive (£20) if
they achieved the best score on one of the two tasks out of all
participants.
APPARATUS

The experiment was run using the E-Prime software package
(Psychology Software Tools, Inc., 2008) on a Dell desktop computer running Windows 7, with stimuli presented on a 15 inch
Lenovo LCD screen running at a resolution of 640 × 480 pixels at
a refresh rate of 60 Hz. Keyboard and mouse responses were collected via a standard keyboard and mouse. Participants were sat
approximately 60 cm from the computer screen.
DESIGN

This study was pseudo-experimental in nature, as the independent variables were not directly manipulated. In both experimental measures, the independent variables were skill (experts,
intermediates, novices, and controls) and specialization (action
vs. strategy). In some analyses, in order to allow direct comparison with the literature, we used skill with only two levels (VGPs
vs. nVGPs).
In order to operationalise the study variables, criteria for each
between-subject variable needed to be established. A questionnaire was given at the end of the study. In addition to standard questions such as asking age and gender, information was
obtained on the participants gaming habits to allow for allocation
of each participant to the levels of the two independent variables
(i.e., VGP or nVGP). The following three questions were asked.
(i) “How many hours a week, on average, do you play video
games for? 0–1, 2–5, 6–10, 11–15, 16–20, 21+.” This question was used to allocate participants to either the VGP or
nVGP group based on their hours of play. Participants who
answered “0–1” were allocated to the nVGP group and any
answers above were assigned to the VGP group. Sixty-two
VGPs and 19 nVGPs were identified.
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(ii) “On average, what percentage of the games that you
play do you complete? (By completed, we mean attaining the highest in-game ‘level’ or ‘rank’ or completing
the game’s storyline. You don’t need to include optional
missions, achievements or DLC (Downloadable Content).”
Participants who answered “76–100%” to this were deemed
as Experts (n = 22), those who answered “51–75%” were
deemed Intermediates (n = 24) and those who answered
“26–50%” were deemed Novices (n = 22). Those who
answered “0–25%” were allocated to the Control group
(n = 24).
(iii) “Would you identify yourself predominantly as an action
or strategy video gamer?” This question was used to decide
each participant’s genre specialization. Thirty six participants identified themselves as predominantly action VGPs,
alongside 32 strategy VGPs.
Table 1 presents the frequency of participants for each genre ×
expertise cell of the design.
GENERAL PROCEDURE

Upon arrival, one of the research team allocated the participant
a random number that corresponded to the participant’s entry in
the pilot database that contained information pertaining to their
game playing history and experience. They were then handed
over to a second experimenter who ran the experiment and who
was blind to the participant’s details and questionnaire scoring.
This method ensured that both the participant and the second
researcher were unaware of the participants’ genre or expertise
allocation. Participants carried out the two experimental measures that formed the study in a random order. For each measure
(described below), the first screen to appear was a set of task
instructions (see below for details of each experiments instruction). Once the series of tasks was complete, participants completed the “General Information Sheet,” wherein they answered
questions such as age, genre specialization, average weekly hours
played etc.

Table 1 | Participation allocation to the experimental groups (genre
specialization and expertise level).
Genre specialization and expertise level
Action expert

Frequency (N)
12

Action intermediate

11

Action novice

13

Action control

12

Action total

48

Strategy expert

10

Strategy intermediate

13

Strategy novice

9

Strategy control

12

Strategy total

44

Total

92
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DATA ANALYSIS

Outliers were identified as either reaction times or correct
responses that were notably outside the general distribution.
Boxplots for each data set were analyzed and any outliers SPSS
identified were removed. All reaction time analyses were performed using correct only trials.
The experiment comprised two measures, an Eriksen Flanker
task and a change detection task. Each of these measures is
described below.

Player 1 level up!

group of non-players, were presented with images from these
two games in addition to non-video game related (defined as
“neutral”) stimuli.
The task itself was an adapted form of Clark et al. (2011).
There were 13 trials in total, the first of which was a practice
trial and was not included in later analyses. Three repeated measures conditions were used: Call of Duty, StarCraft and Landscape
(Control) with each condition consisting of all those trials containing the images derived from those games or scenes. There
were four images in each condition.

MEASURE 1: ERIKSEN FLANKER TASK
This measure was a modified version of Eriksen and Eriksen’s
(1974) flanker task. Arrows were used instead of letters, similar
to other video gaming studies such as Cain et al. (2012).

PROCEDURE

The experiment was a mixed factorial design with the within subjects factor being Congruence and between-subjects factors of
Expertise Level, Genre Affiliation and “Video Game Players vs.
Non-Video Game Players.” The dependent variables in this task
were reaction time and percent correct accuracy.

Participants fixated a centrally presented cross for 4000 ms prior
to the start of the change detection task image presentation. The
first, unedited (UE), image was then presented for 240 ms, followed by a blank gray screen for 80 ms. A second image, identical
to the first, would then appear for a period of 240 ms before being
replaced by a blank gray screen for 80 ms. The process would then
repeat but with the edited (E) version (identical save for a change
in a single image feature) of the same image, i.e., the sequence
appeared as UE, UE, E, E, UE, UE, E, E. . . This cycle repeated
until the participant responded by pressing the spacebar on the
computer keyboard (see Figure 1).
On detection of a change, the participant ceased the trial via
keypress (spacebar) and then reported both the location and
nature of the perceived change to the experimenter who remained
with the participant in the room during data collection. The participant then pressed the spacebar again in order to trigger the
next trial presentation.

PROCEDURE

RESULTS

MATERIALS

Congruent and incongruent stimuli were created prior to the start
of the experiment by combining arrow stimuli such that the central arrow to which the participant responded was surrounded
by equally spaced, directionally congruent stimuli (e.g., < < <
or > > >) or directionally incongruent stimuli (e.g., < > <
or > < >). The flanker stimuli subtended 8◦ of visual angle.
DESIGN

Participants completed 24 congruent and 24 incongruent trials
(trial order randomized) in two blocks of equal number (i.e., 24
trials per block). On each trial the participant viewed a centrally
presented fixation cross for 500 ms that was replaced by either a
congruent or incongruent trial image. Participants viewed each
trial image and were asked to indicate in which direction the
central arrow using the arrow keys on the keyboard. Each trial
remained onscreen until the participant made a key press. The
next trial immediately followed.

MEASURE 1: ERIKSEN FLANKER TASK

Prior to analysis, one outlier was removed for failing to comply
with task instruction. Data were analyzed using a mixed ANOVA

MEASURE 2: CHANGE DETECTION TASK
MATERIALS

Images were sourced from Google Image Search and were edited
using Adobe Photoshop CS5 (Adobe Systems, 2010). Based on the
pilot study, which provided information on the most commonly
played action and strategy games, images from Call of Duty and
StarCraft were chosen. As both games are part of a much larger
series of games, the most recent versions of each franchise were
used (StarCraft II: Wings of Liberty; Blizzard Entertainment, 2010)
and Call of Duty: Black Ops 2 (Treyarch, 2012). All trial images
were scaled such that they subtended 26◦ of visual angle.
DESIGN

As it used both expertise and specialization as independent variables, this experiment had the same design as described in Bilalić
et al. (2009). Players of different skill levels and specialized with
the video games Call of Duty or StarCraft, as well as a control
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FIGURE 1 | One cycle of a sample Change Detection trial showing a
Landscape (Control) image. The sequence involved two presentations of
the unedited image prior to two presentations of an edited image. An
example of an unedited and associated edited image is shown in the
bottom right corner: The feature missing in the edited version of the image
is indicated by the red circle on the original image.
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to determine the effect of specialization and skill (betweensubjects) with performance on congruent and incongruent trials
(within-subjects).
Accuracy

Analyses indicated a main effect of congruence, F(1, 83) = 27.90,
p < 0.001, ηp2 = 0.25, f = 0.58. The Congruent (Same) condition (M = 23.69, SD = 0.69) had a higher average score than
the Incongruent (Distractor) condition (M = 18.90, SD = 8.38).
This effect was not qualified by participant expertise, F(3, 83) =
0.57, p = 0.64, ηp2 = 0.02, f = 0.14, or genre, F(1, 83) = 2.55,
p = 0.11, ηp2 = 0.03, f = 0.18. No interaction was found between
congruence, expertise and genre, F(3, 83) = 2.00, p = 0.12, ηp2 =
0.07, f = 0.27.
Reaction time

Analyses showed a main effect of congruence on reaction time,
F(1, 73) = 53.31, p < 0.001, ηp2 = 0.42, f = 0.85; overall, a lower
mean reaction time was demonstrated in the Congruent (Same)
condition (M = 433.85, SD = 70.47) than the Incongruent
(Distractor) condition (M = 529.46, SD = 155.82). This effect
was not qualified by participant expertise, F(3, 73) = 0.42, p =
0.74, ηp2 = 0.02, f = 0.14, or genre, F(1, 73) = 1.71, p = 0.59,
ηp2 = 0.006, f = 0.08. No interaction was found between congruence, expertise and genre, F(3, 73) = 1.71, p = 0.17, ηp2 = 0.07,
f = 0.27.
VGPs vs. nVGPs

In order to attempt to replicate previous research using this task,
we also carried out analyses where the participants were allocated
to only two groups (VGPs and nVGPs). nVGPs were identified
as any participant who played, on average, less than 1 h of either
console or computer video games per week. Figure 2 shows a
summary of the reaction time and accuracy data for the flanker
task for VGPs and nVGPs.

Player 1 level up!

With respect to accuracy, there was a main effect of congruence on accuracy, F(1, 89) = 19.96, p < 0.001, ηp2 = 0.18, f =
0.47, that was not qualified by the players’ status [F(1, 89) = 0.24,
p = 0.62, ηp2 = 0.008, f = 0.09].
With respect to reaction time, both groups performed overall faster in the Congruent (Same) condition (M = 433.85, SD =
70.47) than the Incongruent (Distractor) condition (M = 529.46,
SD = 155.82). Analysis indicated a main effect of congruence on
reaction time, F(1, 79) = 32.23, p < 0.001, ηp2 = 0.29, f = 0.64,
that was not qualified by the players’ status, F(1, 79) = 1.12, p =
0.29, η2p = 0.01, f = 0.1.

MEASURE 2: CHANGE DETECTION TASK
After outliers were removed due to task non-compliance, 85 participants remained from the original 92. A Mixed ANOVA was
carried out and outliers were controlled in an identical way to the
Flanker Task.
Analysis indicated a main effect of image type on reaction time, F(2, 154) = 36.57, p < 0.001, n2p = 0.32, f = 0.69.
Response times were quicker in the Landscape condition (M =
9399 ms, SD = 5119 ms) than in the Call of Duty condition
(M = 16, 138 ms, SD = 7556 ms) and Starcraft condition (M =
20, 247 ms, SD = 10, 761 ms). This effect was not qualified by
participant expertise [F(6, 154) = 1.06, p = 0.39, n2p = 0.04, f =
0.2] or genre [F(2, 154) = 0.57, p = 0.57, n2p = 0.01, f = 0.1]. No
interaction was found between image type, expertise and genre
[F(6, 154) = 0.27, p = 0.95, n2p = 0.01, f = 0.1].
We also analyzed the data by grouping the participants
into players and non-players. Mauchly’s Test indicated a vio2 = 21.57, p < 0.001, therefore
lated assumption of sphericity, χ(2)
degrees of freedom (df ) were corrected using Greenhouse-Geisser
estimates of sphericity (ε = 0.81). Analysis indicated a main
effect of image type on reaction time, F(2, 166) = 25.06, p <
0.001, n2p = 0.23, f = 0.55, that was not qualified by the “Video
Game Players vs. Non-Video Game Players” variable [F(2, 166) =
1.37, p = 0.26, n2p = 0.02, f = 0.14]. Figure 3 shows a summary

FIGURE 2 | Mean accuracy (left), reaction times (right) and the associated 95% confidence intervals for the VGP and nVGP from the Eriksen Flanker
Task.
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FIGURE 3 | Mean reaction times along with the associated 95%
confidence intervals for VGP and nVGP from the Change Detection
Task.

of the reaction time data for the change detection task for VGPs
and nVGPs.

POWER SUMMARY
One advantage of this study is the relatively large number of participants who were involved. However, to ensure that the absence
of expertise effects was not due to a lack of statistical power, we
investigated the size of effects we could be expected to find. All
calculations are based on a power criterion of 0.8 and a 0.05 alpha
level. For Measure 1: Eriksen Flanker task, one could expect to
find significant differences of effect sizes for the interaction of
congruency and specialization of 0.31 and of 0.36 for the two-way
interaction of congruency with skill and for the three-way interaction of congruency with skill and specialization. For Measure 2:
Change Detection Task, effect size of 0.25 could be expected to be
identified for interactions of image type with specialization and
effect sizes of 0.30 for both the two-way interactions of specialization and skill with image type and the three-way interaction of
image type, specialization, and skill.
In all cases, the observed effect sizes for game specialization
and skill in each of the measures was considerably smaller than the
minimum expected detectable effect size even given our relatively
large sample size. The power analyses also highlight that given our
sample size we could expect to detect small effect sizes.

DISCUSSION
One of the major conclusions of research into learning and expertise is that transfer from one domain to another is rare and
difficult, and happens only when the two domains share components that ask for the same cognitive skills. In recent years, a
series of experiments on action video game playing have found
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that playing this kind of game leads to substantial transfer, in particular with tasks engaging attentional processing. The aim of this
study was to replicate this phenomenon with two tasks that had
previously been used in the action video-game literature. In addition, the study aimed to use a finer measure of expertise than had
been done in the past, and to look at the extent to which skills
acquired in a specific VG genre (action or strategy) can be used in
a task using material linked to either of the two genres.
In neither task were we able to find any effect of skill or a superiority of the VGPs when compared to the nVGPs. Thus, our study
did not support the hypothesis of far transfer, in line with most
theories of expertise but in contradiction with previous VG studies. Our failure to replicate previous results cannot be ascribed to
a lack of power, as the number of participants (n = 92) was high
for this kind of study and our design, incorporating different levels of skill, was in principle able to identify subtle skills effects that
cannot be found when only two groups are compared (VGPs vs.
nVGPs). In addition, the results we obtained in each task were
consistent with the results normally obtained in these tasks. For
example, we found significantly faster reaction times and a greater
number of percent correct accurate trials for the congruent trials
compared to the non-congruent trials in the flanker task.
For the flanker task, despite strong congruency effects, the
absence of a significantly different interference effect for VGP vs.
nVGP is not entirely unexpected, despite our predictions to the
contrary. We argued that based on previous work that we might
expect a small difference (Green and Bavelier, 2003), especially
given our sample size and a finer division of game expertise than
previously used. However, this was not the case and, although the
null hypothesis cannot be accepted, the absence of a significant
interaction of game expertise and congruency does add to a number of results showing that, at low loads there is little difference
between the performance on VGP and nVGP on a flanker task
(Green and Bavelier, 2003; Cain et al., 2012).
We followed Boot et al.’s (2011) advice of pre-screening participants long before the experiments per se, and of asking them
to fill in the questionnaire on video game activities at the end of
the study. Thus, our procedure minimized demand characteristics. Together with the fact that other studies have failed to find
a VGP effect (e.g., Castel et al., 2005; Boot et al., 2008; Murphy
and Spencer, 2009), our results are consistent with the possibility
that such demands might have played a role in previous research
showing VGPs’ superiority. However, given that this conclusion
is based on null results, further research is needed to validate or
invalidate this hypothesis.
Most unexpected was perhaps the failure to find an expertise
effect in the change detection task. Near transfer did not occur
in spite of the fact that the material used came from the players’
domain of expertise (either action or strategy players) and that we
based the stimulus choice on the most popular games within each
genre, an expected level of increased familiarity. Why is it that
the patterns that the players had presumably acquired by playing
their favorite game did not enable them to find changes in the
stimuli more rapidly? One possible explanation is that the change
detection paradigm is unsuitable for detecting domain-specific
patterns used for unconscious pattern recognition. An examination of the mean reaction times shows that the average time spent
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on task was very long (about 20 s on average in the Starcraft condition) and thus is likely to engage more conscious mechanisms.
This explanation gains further plausibility given that Gobet et al.
(in preparation) did find an interaction between specialism and
expertise in a recognition task using a similar design as that used
here: action players specializing in the Call of Duty and racing players specializing in Gran Turismo performed better when
dealing with images from their own game.
Our study was not without weaknesses. The measure of videogame expertise and the allocation to a specific genre were based
on self-reports, and perhaps it would have been desirable (albeit
unpractical) to ask players to play segments of their favorite game
to estimate their level. With regard to obtaining a pure measure of specific video game genre benefits a study, such as this,
that concentrates on training effects in nVGP (e.g., Green and
Bavelier, 2003) may be in a better suited to detect subtle changes
in performance. A comparison of preferred gametype may be
expected to find subtle differences between players of different
games but only when those players partake of a single type of
game. Anecdotally, many game players are “poly-gamers” and will
play other game types in addition to their preferred category. A
training study where nVGP gain experience playing only a single
genre of game would therefore be better placed to detect subtle
differences between expertise benefits of individual game types.
A similar argument can be made to better examine any potential
gender differences. The sample here did not allow for a meaningful investigation of potential gender differences and, for the same
reasons previously argued to account for poly-gamers, a training
study would be ideal. Finally, there were few trials in the change
detection task.
In the last year several professional associations and journals
have emphasized the need for more replications. However, in spite
of previous calls (e.g., Gobet et al., 2004), and partly due to the
difficulty of finding experts, research into expertise is rarely replicated. The current paper contributes to this effort of obtaining
more robust empirical data.
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